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Abstract. LPS is a logic and computer language in which computation per-

forms actions, to make goals true, using beliefs about what is already true. 
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LPS [6, 7] aims to bridge the gap between logical and imperative computer languages. 

The logical nature of LPS is reflected in its view of computation as performing ac-

tions to make goals true. Goals include both reactive rules of form if antecedent then 

consequent and constraints. The imperative nature of LPS is reflected in the use of 

reactive rules, to make consequents true whenever antecedents become true, and the 

use of constraints to prevent unwanted actions. 

LPS includes beliefs as logic program clauses of the form conclusion if conditions. 

Clauses have an imperative interpretation as procedures, which decompose the prob-

lem of determining whether a conclusion is true or of making a conclusion true, to the 

sub-problem of determining or making the conditions true. 

LPS also includes destructive change of state, to construct a model, to make goals 

true. Models in LPS are similar to possible worlds in modal logic. But models in LPS 

are classical, non-modal structures, with an explicit representation of time and events. 

 LPS shares the notion of computation as model-generation with the modal lan-

guage MetaTem [2]. However, MetaTem uses frame axioms to construct possible 

worlds, and simulates logic programs by reactive rules. LPS shares the use of destruc-

tive change of state with Transaction Logic [3]. However, Transaction Logic uses a 

possible world semantics, and simulates reactive rules by logic programs.  

 LPS is a direct descendant of abductive logic programming (ALP) [5]. Abduction 

in ALP is used both to generate external event to explain past observations, and (as in 

LPS) to generate actions to achieve future states of affairs. 

 LPS can be viewed as a BDI (Belief, Desire, Intention) language, in which beliefs 

are logic programs, and desires are reactive-rules. LPS does not have a separate “in-

tention” component. Intentions are replaced by search strategies for exploring the 

search space generated by goals and by beliefs that reduce goals to subgoals. 

BDI languages are sometimes formalised in modal logics, but all practical imple-

mentations are procedural representations. In practical BDI languages, plans are used 

to represent both logic programs and reactive rules. This dual use of plans is one of 

the main reasons practical BDI languages do not have a logical semantics. 

 LPS is a programming, database and AI language; but its AI character has been 

deliberately scaled down, for practical purposes. LPS shares this unifying, but practi-

cal orientation with Prolog, Datalog, LogiQL from LogicBloX [1] and Yedalog at 
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Google [4]. But, while these languages are all based on logic programming, LPS is 

based on the use of destructive change of state to make goals true. Logic programs 

still play an important role, but one that is subordinate to goals. 

 LPS provides novel solutions to classic computing problems. For example, a pro-

gram for bubble sort, driven by a reactive rule that swaps items at adjacent locations if 

they are out of order, will swap the items at all out-of-order adjacent locations simul-

taneously. A constraint prevents an item from being swapped with two different 

neighbours at the same time. In case there are several alternative ways to satisfy the 

goals, LPS chooses one of the alternatives and commits to it arbitrarily. 

 The same general strategy applies to the dining philosophers problem, specified by 

the goal that all philosophers must eventually dine. The solution is a logic program 

that defines dining as picking up two adjacent forks simultaneously, eating, and then 

putting down the two forks simultaneously. Logic programs also define the laws gov-

erning change of state, namely that putting down a fork initiates its availability, and 

picking up a fork terminates its availability. Finally, the action of picking up a fork is 

constrained, by specifying that a fork can be picked up only if it is available, and that 

two philosophers cannot pick up the same fork simultaneously. 

 LPS can also be viewed as a scaled-down model of human thinking. The represen-

tation of goals in LPS is supported by their similarity to condition-action rules in pro-

duction systems, which are one of the most influential computational models of hu-

man thinking. The representation of beliefs as logic programs in LPS is supported 

both by psychological studies of human reasoning, such as [8, 10], and by normative 

models, such as [8, 9]. 

 The online, open-source prototype of LPS is accessible from lps.doc.ac.uk.  
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